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P15/V1504/FUL Residential development to provide 203 dwellings with
associated highway works, open space and infrastructure improvements

Harwell Parish Council objects to this application because

 It’s premature, being submitted before the Vale Local Plan is approved

 Housing numbers and density are out of proportion with the rest of the village

 Proposed traffic solutions are not acceptable

 Layout adjacent to existing houses in the Croft is un-neighbourly

1. Statutory and Policy

 The planning application is premature. Although this site is included in the VWH
Draft Local Plan this Plan has not yet been subject to an Examination in Public.
Objections to the inclusion of the site in the Local Plan have been made and not yet
heard, and will not be covered in the September hearings.

PC objections to this site in the Vale Local Plan focused on traffic issues:

Access and highways:

Access can be taken from Grove Road but this and its junction with A4130 will need to be

improved (Grove Road has a width restriction).

This statement totally under-estimates the difficulties of access to this site. Grove Road does

indeed have a width restriction because it is a narrow road along its entire length.

Road widening will be needed for the entire length of the Grove Road between the village and the

A4130 (1.25km).

In the 50 metres or so before its junction with Harwell High Street, Grove Road is constrained in

width by listed buildings on each side, and is already too narrow for pedestrians to use. A complete

redesign of this junction will be needed to consider enhancements such as a one-way system or

traffic lights.

These developments are expensive and do not appear to have been factored into the viability

assessments for this site, hence rendering this allocation unsound.

 Loss of Best and Most Versatile (BMV) agricultural land, contrary to NPPF #112
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2. Traffic – off site

a. Traffic Analysis

 Traffic analysis is presented in Appendix F of the Transport Assessment, and shows the

results of a traffic survey taken on Thursday 27th November 2014 (Data in Appendix A)

 Whilst it must be a true record of the traffic on that day, it is highly likely that the sample

traffic levels are not representative and are not matched by observed data from the Taylor

Wimpey Alder View/Grove Road South/Greenwood Meadows planning application, and

observed data from OCC counts.

 The observed traffic is about half that seen by OCC, Taylor Wimpey (Alder View), and the

Harwell PC in earlier surveys

 The forecast traffic from the development just about matches that observed in prior surveys.

 The forecast traffic applies a growth factor, with no clarity about how far ahead it is

forecasting.

 The forecast traffic does not take into account any additional traffic from committed and

proposed developments – e.g. GWP, Blenheim Hill, Valley Park, and Harwell Campus east

and north. When these were factored in by OCC, they provided a forecast 350% greater than

that forecast by this application.

 Whilst the incremental traffic from this application might be “imperceptible” (Transport

Assessment 5.3.2) any solutions proposed for Grove Road must be assessed against the

feared future traffic levels for Harwell, and add weight to the opinion that the solutions

proposed in the application are not viable.

Grove
Rd, west
of High
Street

Peak am Peak pm Peak EB
am

Peak EB
pm

Peak
WB am

Peak
WB pm

Source

2007 210 203 51 69 159 134 OCC COTM
actual

2013 194 163 73 100 121 63 Alder View
Planning
Application

2013 179 179 72 109 107 70 PC (MR)
observations

2014 82 103 31 64 51 39 Grove Rd
north TA

2024? 207 164 92 96 115 68 Grove Rd
north TA
forecast

2030 700 860 300 490 400 370 OCC to
support
Local Plan
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b. Road Safety
 OCC Highways should review Appendix J Road Safety Audit Stage 1 and ensure that all the

points raised which need remedy, are a condition of the application.

c. Grove Road west end, junction with A4130

 Application proposes a ghost right turn lane on the A4130. This proposal is unsatisfactory,

and probably unsafe.

 It is essential that the junction is designed in a way to enable westbound traffic to exit safely

from the Grove road onto the A4130. Currently this is not safe, and with the extra housing it

will be less so.

 If this application is granted, it must be a condition that any S278 agreement with OCC

Highways provides for a safe junction design.

d. Grove Road, excluding the junctions at each end

our County councillor has called for

1. The existing axle width is retained.
2. A weight limit is imposed for vehicles above 5 tons (or whatever the metric equivalent). Except

buses.
3. The existing chicane at the village end of Grove Road is retained.
4. Two additional chicanes are constructed. The first some 25 metres from the junction of A4130 in

Grove Road; a second to be also in Grove Road at the Western end of the development area. i.e. 3 in
total.

5. An appropriate roundabout at the junction of Grove Road & the A4130. With all necessary vision for
road safety purposes. You noted the current lack of vision as a result of overgrowing trees from the
same landowner who will be benefiting from the sale of this land. i.e. No third party land required.

6. For the developer to resurface the entire length of Grove Road to the full satisfaction of OCC within
14 days of this development’s final occupation.

7. White edging lines to be painted on the highway of Grove Road its entire length to emphasise its
narrowness to motorists as a visual enhancement for Road safety.

8. The Shared Highway proposal from High Street Junction to a location approx. 100 metres to the West
to be bold in colour & design to assist in pedestrians/vehicle mix – again for safety reasons & issues.

9. A full length footpath from the A4130 to the High Street. From the proposed development to the
West this can and should be accommodated from the retained landowner who benefits from this
development. Again there is no third party land necessary to achieve this “Country Walk”. The East
has sufficient existing verge to accommodate a new footpath up to the narrow part where the shared
surface will be applied.

10. ”Countdown” 300/200/100 metre chevrons on signs (usually red on white) in both directions to the
new junction on A4130.

11. If in the Northern approach to the new junction, some trees may have to be felled the they must be
replanted with similar species along the new Vision splay line created.

12. A commuted sum for OCC to maintain and keep trees/hedgerow free of overgrowing foliage to be
sought.

13. Speed limit may also be required of 40 mph, but I believe that the lining of the kerbs and chicanes
may be enough.

14. New signage required at the junction of A4130/Grove Road also.
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 Whilst the PC supports this as a list of desirable enhancements, it prefers to stress that
Grove Road must be safe for its users.

 Pinch points where the road narrows, with poor visibility (e.g. on the hill just west of King’s
piece) should be removed.

 Rather than white lines along the edge of the road, all pot holes and drainage grates must be
sorted out so that traffic, including cyclists, can use the full width of the road at all places
without risk of tyre and wheel damage. (see photo)
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e. Grove Road east end

 The proposal to provide a 2m footpath down the north of Grove Road from the site to the

High Street is probably unnecessarily wide and will have a detrimental impact on access to

all neighbouring properties. This pavement should therefore be narrower.

 Similarly, the pavement outside Cobwebs and Elfin is probably too wide, and intrudes too

much into the residents space, (see residents comments) and hence should be narrower.

 The pavement on the corner of Grove Road and the Croft (outside Elfin) will also need re-

alignment so as to provide sensible walking from the development to the High Street.

f. Grove Road junction with High Street

 The PC has no objection in principle to a shared surface solution, but is highly sceptical that

the proposed solution will work.

 PC representatives have reviewed the operation of the scheme in Hensington Road

Woodstock, cited as an example of why the proposal would work, and observed that the

Woodstock scheme is like a funnel, with the wide end at the main road junction, such that

traffic can turn easily into Hensington Road, only getting to a constriction at the other end of

the scheme, where a simple give way priority system, with clear sightlines and visibility

provide for an orderly movement of traffic though the narrow section.
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Hensington Road 75m long. Widest 9.3m (7m road only) funnelling to 5.3m (3.3)

 The Hensington Road Woodstock cannot be used as an example of why the proposed

solution for Grove Road might work. The Grove Road proposal must be assessed on its own

merits.

 Grove Road is narrow for the full 75 metres. The application has a diagram showing two cars

passing at the High Street end, before immediately going down to a single traffic lane (bi-

directional it seems). This does not provide adequate sightlines and buffering for traffic

turning into Grove Road from the High Street.

Grove Road east end. 75m long. 4m at narrow point, just under 5m at east entrance.
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 PC requests that OCC Highways conduct a full review of the acceptability of this proposal

and demonstrates (as opposed to asserts) to the plan approval process (and the PC) that this

is a viable scheme.

 See comments later about village integration with respect to the pavement proposals at the

High Street.

 Appendix J Road Safety Audit Stage 1 paras 8.5-8.9 highlight safety issues with the scheme

proposed. The responses at the end of the document are not satisfactory.

g. Alternatives
 Given that it is not yet persuaded that this proposal is viable, the PC requests that

consideration is given to making all or part of Grove Rd one way.

a. One way east bound on Grove Rd from the Croft to the High Street

b. One way east bound for the whole length of Grove Road from the A4130 to the High

Street (this solution would remove the requirement for safe exit from Grove Rd)

3. Traffic – on site
 Layout seems to maximise the number of vehicles to pass houses

 No cycle-ways on site

4. Car park provision
 How to prevent cars parking outside the estate on roads near the emergency exit in

Barrow Lane

5. Landscaping and character
 Folly to place play area and LEP in the central roundabout. Please move it to the

east

 Although the total public open space area at 20% may exceed the requirement for
15%, the layout is unsatisfactory, and intersected by trees, so percentage usable is
very small

6. Design and Materials – layout and density

 Housing mix not consistent with Vale policy. Whilst density might meet Vale policy,
and there are existing portions of the village of a similar density, this application
represents a 20% expansion of the village by house numbers, but only a 11%
expansion of the village by area – hence a disproportionately dense development
which threatens to change the total character of the village.
(village envelope 77ha, application site 8.7 ha)

 Heights of houses near existing bungalows in the Croft needs checking to make sure
that they are not over dominant (please take neighbours’ concerns here into
account)
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 Please take neighbours’ comments seriously about specific layouts which impose on
the existing houses in the Croft. The PC in particular supports the observations made
on behalf of #17 the Croft.

7. Rights of Way
 A permissive footpath, south of Grove Rd to provide safe access from the site, and

the village, to the A4130 is desirable, and will be requested as part of the S106
conditions.

 The application makes cursory mention of the need to divert footpath no 7 which
crosses the southwest corner or the site. Opportunity should be taken to ensure a
satisfactory diversion agreed with the landowner and properly signposted (see map
at end), either

o by rerouting round the edge of the application site, or

o by rerouting along the edge of the field (ie parallel to Grove Road)

Map showing footpath #7 – purple dashes
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Sustainability and village integration

 As well as ensuring safe pedestrian access to the local shops and bus stops, the
pedestrian route to school needs careful consideration. Appendix I, plan 3 shows
adequate crossing out of the site, but an additional crossing point at the end of
Talbot Close should be provided to ensure safe movement onto the footpath
towards the school.

 The pedestrian proposals at the High Street junctions are unsatisfactory

The pedestrian surface stops almost in the middle of the road, before even getting to
the new kerbed island. Crossing from that kerbed island to the other side of the
High Street is probably the most dangerous position possible, being right in the
middle of a five way junction. Is the proposal that pedestrians will cross south at the
end of Grove Road on the proposed ramp? If that is the case it must be marked as a
“pedestrian crossing.”
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8. Drainage
 Request that officers and their advisors are vigilant to ensure that drainage schemes

will work, and that connectivity to sewage (Thames Water) is not an issue.

9. Capacity of schools
 Real concern over capacity of school. Close working with OCC and Harwell School is

essential so as to ensure that all village children can attend the local school and so as
to avoid the recent capacity problem with Chilton School.

10. Conditions
 Request a construction traffic management plan with a condition that construction

access is not through village, with penalties to be imposed by the developer on any
construction traffic that does not follow the traffic management plan.

end


